Landscape Change Program web site map

Navigating to a few interesting places
(There are many different aspects to the site so please explore!)

1. **Search**: Explore the search functions of the Landscape Change Program web site

2. **Submit**: Follow the steps necessary to submit an image.

3. **Learn**: Find the *Dating Historic Images* pages in the “learn” section of the web site.

4. **About**: Review the Landscape Change Program operating procedures found in the “about” section of the web site.
By clicking the search button on the Landscape Change Program website header you will be directed to the search the Archive page, from here you can search for images a number of ways including, by clicking on the map or setting specific search criteria. From here you can also click on the sample image which is a random image selected from the entire archive collection or browse the most frequently or most recently viewed images.
By clicking the submit button on the Landscape Change Program website header, you will be directed to the contribute to the archive page. There is a list of requirements for submitting an image and once you make sure that your image meets these criteria, you can click submit a photo.

**Contribute to the Archive**

- **What do you want to submit?**
  - Submit an Historic Image
    - To submit an historic image (scanned from an old photo, postcard, letter, etc.), click the button.
  - Submit a Reshot Image
    - Reshot attempt to document change to existing images already in the Landscape Archive. Each image in the archive has a unique ID number. Have a jpg image of your reshot ready. Enter the ID number of the existing image below.

To submit an image you must upload a jpg file from your computer, provide a title, description, town where the image was taken, owner of the image, photographer and type of image. Additionally if you know the date the photo was taken or specific location information add that as well.

By clicking the submit a photo button, you will be directed to a page asking if you are submitting an historic image or a reshot.
Under the Using Photos header is a link to a web page on dating photographs. This tutorial utilizes visual clues in a photograph to determine an approximate range for the time period in which the photo was likely taken.

The dating historic images web pages begin by providing the user with several major categories to use to evaluate the features of a photograph for clues to the date it was taken. From this page, additional information is provided for each topic along with pictures for comparison and date ranges of popularity of various features.
By clicking the button on the Landscape Change Program web site header you will be directed to the about the Landscape Change Program page. This page provides information on the program, who should participate and how to utilize the archive.

The about section also provides logistical information on the archive including a page outlining operating procedures for the Landscape Change Program. This information is presented as web pages or downloadable pdfs.